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Document Archiving System

Archive documents and generate workflows 
with only a mouse-click

Archive files digitally and find them secure and fast. 
Do forward documents to the person in charge for 
controlling and automatically editing with point-and-
click under consideration of predefined processes. 
MD-Premium.NET DOC supports you on your way to a 
paperless office.

The basis of this module is a development environment called 
MD-Premium.NET Application Framework. With this .NET and 
Oracle database-based tool all industry branch and business 
requirements can be realized time and cost efficient. Highlight 
is the automatically delivery of this application development  
system, so customizations can be done by the user. Such  
modifications are immediately visible in the Windows client as 
well as in the Web client!

The basis of MD-Premium.NET DOC is a digital document filing. 
Contrary to many other archiving systems, MD-Premium.NET 
DOC takes care for a faster document search. This is enabled 
by the integration of an automatically optical character recog-
nition (OCR), a document type allocation and also by entering 
key words. Predefined workflows can be activated for a further 
process of documents. In only four steps (scanning, checking, 
importing, controlling) your data are stored secure and ready for 
further processing.

Features overview

Structured document filing

To file your documents secure and to prepare them for a further 
processing, an easy workflow of only 4 steps is provided:

1. Scanning documents: With a scanner (OCR supported) 
data are imported into the system

2. Check: Checking scanned document and verification, if it 
can be released for import

3. Import: Import of data into the database with automatically 
allocation according to templates

4. Control: Control regarding correct document allocation and 
existence of all relevant data

The primarily document processing is completed by checking, 
completing or forwarding to a workflow.

Automatically allocation

The automatically allocation not only eases your working steps, it 
also helps you to save time. If you once have compiled templates 
on the basis of existing documents, recurring documents like e.g. 
supplier invoices will automatically be allocated to the document 
type after scanning. 

Due to this recognition workflows are released and the system 
automatically is informed, which checking instances have to be 
passed. 

Figure 1: Mask „Document template“
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Automatically data entry

If you define search fields in the course of compiling a template, 
the integrated character recognition (OCR) is able to read data 
from the scanned document (PDF) and to insert them automati-
cally into the system.

Quick search

A further benefit of deposited search fields of course 
is the quick locating of documents. The search bar 
gives you the option of targeted or comprehensive 
search.

Individually permission management

An extensive, hierarchical permission management is a fix part of 
MD-Premium.NET software. With help of it horizontal and vertical 
permissions are allocated and in the course of e.g. document 
workflows the system automatically recognizes, which user is 
permitted to edit, forward or read only a certain document. 

Workflows

Workflows for documents give you the possibility to forward and 
validate a document in dependence of document type and to 
process data, entered at workflows, automatically.

If you complete a document in the course of control (4th step of 
filing), automatically a workflow will be activated and displayed 
for users with proper permission in the workflow overview.

The defined editors for the workflow now have the option to 
check the document, to forward or to comment it. If all checking 
instances were passed positively, releasing the document will 
take place. After all relevant information is given, the workflow 
can be completed.

If one checking instance grants no approval because of doubts 
or further enquiries, the document can be reset resp. sent back 
to first checking instance. Checking then begins again.

Comments

A further feature is adding “comments“ to documents within the 
workflow until the document is completed.

For testing purposes you are able to enter master data and to 
import up to 100 documents also without license.

Figure 3: Mask „Permissions of user groups“

Figure 5: Example „Comments“
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